
 
 

Accounting Graduate  

Be part of a flourishing Renewable Energy Company shaping the future!  We are looking for a 
passionate Graduate to join our growing Accounting team in our offices in Marousi 

What you’ll do: 

• Assist in daily accounting tasks 

• Ensure systems and document repositories are kept up to date 

• Process invoices and conduct general administrative tasks in the Accounting Department 

• Update accounting documents digital records 

What you have:  

• Bachelor’s Degree in Accounting, Finance, Economics or Mathematics obtained in the last 0-
12 months, or soon to be obtained 

• Master’s Degree in a business-related subject would be valued as an asset. 

• Strong knowledge of MS Office Suite (Excel, Word, PowerPoint) 

• High level of good organizational and administrative skills 

• Excellent verbal and written communications skills in both English & Greek 

• Good interpersonal skills with attention to detail 

What we offer:  
 

• Competitive compensation and recognition initiatives 

• A dynamic work environment within a fast-growing renewable energy company 

• Great opportunity to personally contribute to the successful deployment of a very large 
renewable energy portfolio across technologies 

• Company benefits such as annual fitness, meal vouchers and more 

• Modern facilities in the business District of Marousi 
 

Click here to be redirected to our Application page  
or copy paste the below URL in your browser  

https://talent.sage.hr/jobs/5b29652e-2e7e-4b54-a55c-981b64a4157e  
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About National Energy  

 

Headquartered in London, National Energy is a privately financed corporate group uniquely 

positioned to make large-scale investments and strategic acquisitions in clean energy 

solutions. The group’s renewable energy investment platform focuses on solar, wind projects, 

and storage solutions from greenfield development to long-term asset ownership. National 

Energy’s mission is to develop, finance and operate a minimum of 2GWp of renewable assets 

in the next five years with a focus on accelerating the transition to clean and affordable power.  

  

National Energy currently holds a significant footprint in Greece since entering the market as a 

newcomer in late 2018 with an operational portfolio of over 140MWp of solar and onshore wind. 

The group is led by an international team with deep industry experience and works with 

reputable developers and contractors to take early-stage renewable energy projects through 

the development process. Particular reliance is given on expertise sourced locally while 

building strong teams in the countries in which we operate. Further, National Energy fully 

adheres to ESG principles, holding above all else, ultimate respect for the environment and 

communities in which it operates.  

 

www.national.energy  

 

http://www.national.energy/

